ALLEGATO
APPLICATION FORM
MASTER'S DEGREE / LAUREA MAGISTRALE
ELECTRIC VEHICLE ENGINEERING
A.Y. 2020/2021

To apply to the Master’s Degree in Electric Vehicle Engineering,
Please complete the form down below.

Note that this application form must be submitted by:

May 29 – July the 2\textsuperscript{nd} → One Admission Round

FIRST NAME _______________________________________ SURNAME ____________________________
Date of birth __________ Place of birth ____________________ Resident in __________________________
Zip Code _______________ City ___________________ Country ______________________________________
Phone no. ____________________ Mobile no. ____________________ Fax no. ____________________
Email to be used for official communications ____________________________________________
Home Address ____________________________________________________________ Gender _______________________

Information below is relative to the applicant’s first-level Degree

I declare under my own responsibility that:

1. QUALIFICATIONS:

Name of the University _________________________________________________________________
Country ____________________________________________________________
Period of attendance (e.g. 2015-2018) ________________________________________________
Nominal duration of the degree program (e.g. 3 years) ______________________________________
Actual duration of the applicant’s degree program (e.g. 4 years) ____________________________
Title of the degree awarded ____________________________________________________________
Main field of study for the qualification (for Italian degrees, specify the “degree class”, e.g. L-8, L-9, etc.) __________

Average grade (CGPA) of all the exams passed or final graduation mark (if any): __________
Maximum CGPA reachable or maximum graduation mark (if any) in the applicant’s degree program: __________
Minimum CGPA required or minimum graduation mark (if any) in the applicant’s degree program (for instance, 10 out of 20, 2 out of 4, 50% out of 100%): __________

2. STATEMENT OF INTENTS
The information provided in this statement is essential for the Admission Committee to screen applications.
STATEMENT (Please write here below a short description of the reasons why you are interested in the Master’s Degree in Electric Vehicle Engineering).
How did you hear about the Master's Degree programme in Electric Vehicle Engineering?

3. **NATIVE LANGUAGE:**

1. **KNOWLEDGE OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE:**

I declare under my own responsibility that:

☐ I hold the following certification (check as appropriate and remember to upload the certificate):
  - TOEFL - computer-based – of at least 213 points
date of issue ______________
- TOEFL - paper-based - of at least 550 points
date of issue ________________

- TOEFL - Internet-based – of at least 80 points
date of issue ________________

- TOEFL - Internet-based Special Home Edition – of at least 80 points
date of issue ________________

- IELTS - of at least 5.5 points
date of issue ________________

- IELTS – IELTS indicator (online test) - of at least 5.5 points
date of issue ________________

- FCE – B
date of issue ________________

- ISEE II Trinity College London
date of issue ________________

- a B2 level certificate in English released by an Italian University Language Centre
date of issue ________________

☐ I have obtained a University degree fully delivered English with a minimum length of 2 academic years (120 ECTS) in one EU/EEA country as well as the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Switzerland, the United States of America, Canada, Australia, New Zealand (English as a medium of instruction should be clearly written down on the transcript of academic records).

☐ I am not able to present an International English certificate by the deadline for objective reasons, such as the calling off of a previously-booked exam or the lack of forthcoming sessions available. Such a force majeure circumstance should be duly substantiated, for instance whereby an email from the test provider calling off a test already booked.

Thereupon, I wish to participate in the Oxford online placement test to be held on June 29 at 1.30 pm (CET) and I will abide by the procedure set forth on the section 5 of the “Call for applications”.

5. EMBASSY
In order to enroll, non-EU citizens residing abroad are basically required to go through the Embassy’s pre-enrollment in the student’s country of residence. The regulations for admission are established by the Italian Ministry of University and Research, with a specific Circular Note available on the Ministry’s website. The aforementioned Circular Note has not yet been published in 2020, due to the fact that the COVID-19’s epidemic has severely disrupted Embassy’s operations. The whole pre-enrollment procedure will be presumably postponed later on in the year, allowing international students to attend the first semester in e-learning.
Stay tuned with the Unibo’s website for updates to be published later on the issue of this “Call for applications”.

Please note:
Once registered for the admission procedure to the Master’s degree in Electric Vehicle Engineering on Studenti Online (https://studenti.unibo.it/sol/welcome.htm), please upload the following documents to the on-line application by the deadline of:
May 29 – July the 2nd → One Selection round (non-EU Citizens living abroad - EU Citizens)

1) Application form duly filled in and signed;
2) Copy of the transcript of exams passed of foreign degrees or self-certificate with list of all exams passed in case of Italian degrees;
3) Detailed curriculum vitae ac studiorum (CV) – in English;
4) Certificate of knowledge of the English language
5) Copy of a valid ID or passport, printed on both sides;
6) Copy of a valid residence permit, in case the candidate already has one (for NON-EU citizens).
7) (optionally) Up to two reference letters (in English) - Teaching staff and employers may act as referees.

If the required documents are not written in English or Italian, they should be accompanied by a translation in English.

Applications that are not accompanied by all the requested documents or received after the closing date will not be considered under any circumstances.

I herein authorize the personal data processing in compliance with the Italian Privacy Act (legislative decree n. 196/2003.)

PLEASE NOTE:

1. Subject to the penalties defined at art. 75-76 of Italian DPR 445/2000, any false statement, any unfounded information provided and the use of forged documents shall determine the automatic exclusion from the application process and the loss of any benefits obtained thereafter.
2. Materials submitted to the University of Bologna for your application become property of the University and cannot be returned. The University of Bologna does not discriminate on the basis of - including, but not limited to - race, colour, gender, religion, sexual orientation, national or ethnic origin, age, disability in any student programme, or activity administered by the University or with regard to admission or employment.

__________________________  ______________________
Date                                           Signature